Biaxial rupture properties of ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms.
Although hundreds of samples obtained from ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms (ATAA) of patients undergoing elective surgical repair have already been characterized biomechanically, their rupture properties were always derived from uniaxial tensile tests. Due to their bulge shape, ATAAs are stretched biaxially in vivo. In order to understand the biaxial rupture of ATAAs, our group developed a novel methodology based on bulge inflation and full-field optical measurements. The objective of the current paper is threefold. Firstly, we will review the failure properties (maximum stress, maximum stretch) obtained by bulge inflation testing on a cohort of 31 patients and compare them with failure properties obtained by uniaxial tension in a previously published study. Secondly, we will investigate the relationship between the failure properties and the age of patients, showing that patients below 55years of age display significantly higher strength. Thirdly, we will define a rupture risk based on the extensibility of the tissue and we will show that this rupture risk is strongly correlated with the physiological elastic modulus of the tissue independently of the age, ATAA diameter or the aortic valve phenotype of the patient. Despite their medical importance, rupture properties of ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms (ATAA) subjected to biaxial tension were inexistent in the literature. In order to address this lack, our group developed a novel methodology based on bulge inflation and full-field optical measurements. Here we report rupture properties obtained with this methodology on 31 patients. It is shown for the first time that rupture occurs when the stretch applied to ATAAs reaches the maximum extensibility of the tissue and that this maximum extensibility correlates strongly with the elastic properties. The outcome is a better detection of at-risk individuals for elective surgical repair.